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There have been some tense moments recently on the Towson University campus as the potential 

formation of a White Student Union has garnered national attention and is raising questions about 

racial equality. 

A Towson University student task force held a special forum Wednesday night on campus at 

Susquehanna Terrace to get input on the formation of the group, and students on both sides of the 

issue got to sound off. Some asked clarification questions, while others denounced it completely, and a 

small minority supported it. 

Organizers of the White Student Union said it will be an advocacy group, a source of pride and a safe 

haven for white students who have been discriminated against. They said the group will be open to 

anyone, regardless of their race, as long as they support the union’s mission. 

“Most of this controversy is being generated by people who I think are scared that white students are 

finally shaking this trend and actually being proud of who they are and encouraging pride in their 

culture,” said White Student Union coordinator Matthew Heimbach. 

But others were vehemently against it.
 

“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive 

has come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student 

said at the meeting. 

{snip}
 

The proposed White Student Union has fulfilled all the requirements to become a student group, with 

the exception of having a faculty advisor. Organizers said they hope to have that resolved by the end of 

next month. 

{snip}
 

During the day Wednesday, another student group called Love Is Louder said it’s trying to do its part to 

keep the peace in reaction to what students said are hate-filled messages that have been spoken and 

written around campus. They believe they’ve found a way to speak love instead. 

At Freedom Square, in the middle of the Towson campus, students turned to paint-soaked sponges to 

try and blot out hate. 

“We are writing hate words on this board and then we are trying to give people the opportunity to take 

out their frustration by throwing paint on it. So, it’s a kind of visual stamping out of hate,” student 

Paulomi Dholakia said. 

{snip}
 

[Editor’s Note: A video report of this story is available here.]
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convenience. Your comment will be moderated.  

 humptydumpty
This seems pretty good to me.

Euclidean geometry. Parabolic geometry. Hyperbolic geometry. Projective geometry. Differential 

geometry. Algebra. Limits, continuity, differentiation, integration. Physical chemistry. Organic chemistry. 

Biochemistry. Classical mechanics. The indeterminacy principle. The wave equation. The Parthenon. The 

Anabasis. Air conditioning. Number theory. Romanesque architecture. Gothic architecture. Information 

theory. Entropy. Enthalpy. Almost every symphony ever written. Pierre Auguste Renoir. The twelve-tone 

scale. The mathematics behind it, twelfth root of two and all that. S-p hybrid bonding orbitals. The Bohr-

Sommerfeld atom. The purine-pyrimidine structure of the DNA ladder. Single-sideband radio. All other 

radio. Dentistry. The internal-combustion engine. Turbojets. Turbofans. Doppler beam-sharpening. 

Penicillin. Airplanes. Surgery. The mammogram. The Pill. The condom. Polio vaccine. The integrated 

circuit. The computer. Football. Computational fluid dynamics. Tensors. The Constitution. Euripides, 

Sophocles, Aristophanes, Aeschylus, Homer, Hesiod. Glass. Rubber. Nylon. Roads. Buildings. Elvis. 

Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors. (OK, those are nerve agents, and maybe we didn’t really need them.) 

Silicone. The automobile. Really weird stuff, like clathrates, Buckyballs, and rotaxanes. The Bible. Bug 

spray. Diffie-Hellman, public-key cryptography, and RSA. Et cetera.

 FedUp
You only needed to explain the part about silicone.  None of the rest will they understand.  But 

silicone?  Yup.  They love silicone to make booty bigger.  Problem is, they don’t understand that 

silicone caulk is different than the silicone used in their bigger booty quest.  And this idiot says White 

Culture has produced nothing?
 John_D01

Great comment, and to add to it, here’s something I copied from poster Doug1 at Gucci Little Piggy.  It 

too, is phenomenal:

Things 

Created by Whites, by Doug1 from GLP

White 

men created the modern world, from soup to nuts. The best any other 

race (the Japanese) has managed to do in the modern world is do some 

tweaking improvements. White men created the first mass production 

printing press, which (unlike the non mass production Chinese ones) 

immediately created a rapidly transformational mass circulation of 

comparatively low priced pamphlets, books and journals. White men 

created the first systematic and interconnected science, which was 

HUGE, and which was greatly facilitated by all the written 

communication from one end of Western and Central Europe to the other 

that Gutenberg’s mass production printing press immediately 

launched. They created the first truly advanced mathematics heavily 

used in their science, and the first precise mechanical timepieces.

They 

created the steam engine and the industrial revolution, which was 

HUGE. They created the first industrial mass production, beginning 

with steam engine powered textile mills. They created the internal 

combustion engine and the automobile that utilized it. They created 

the diesel engine and the rail locomotives and large passenger and 

freight ships made of steel that used it. They were the first to 

drill for petroleum and build refineries that could turn it into not 

only gasoline and diesel fuel but also plastics and many other 

materials. They created the telegraph and the first nearly 

instantaneous trans continental and trans oceanic communications 

systems built on it. They created the telephone and the wireless 

radio and after that television and video cameras. They created 

photography and then motion pictures. They created electric lights, 

electric generators, record players and recording devices. They 

created aeroplanes and jet planes.

White 

men created rockets which they used to launch into earth orbit 

satellites for global communications, globally monitoring weather and 

climate, photographing the geography and developments everywhere on 

the earth in great detail, and then a multiple satellite global 

positioning system free for everyone of every race and nation to use, 

who can buy a cheap and getting ever cheaper receiver. They invented 

rockets and guidance systems and computers and communications which 

took white men to the moon, and safely back to earth. They invented 

rocket launched satellites to the near and outer solar system to 

explore those planets and other mysteries of the origins of our 

world, plus the Hubble deep space exploring orbital telescope to 

explore the origins of the universe for the knowledge of all mankind.

White 

men created nuclear power and will create nuclear fusion power. They 

created computers and integrated circuits which powered more advanced 

and much smaller ones, and then the internet. I could go on 

endlessly. They created solar cells and electricity generating 

windmills. Hell they created electricity (at least of the man made 

and harnessed variety), electric motors, and all the myriad uses we 

make of electricity. They created scientific effective medicine and 

virtually all pharmaceuticals. They created virtually all chemistry 

and the endless products made from systematic scientific knowledge of 



it.

It’s 

damn hard to think of anything of great significance in the modern 

world that wasn’t created by white men, from useful products to 

communications to computations to all sciences to entertainment. BTW 

most of the claimed black inventions, trivial as they are, are lies. 

They usually are just incremental improvements (which were then 

further improved by white men) of things first created by white men.

The 

most beautiful art and the most sublime music is all created by white 

men, beginning in the Renaissance, though Greek statues and 

architecture were pretty damn impressive, and so was the art of the 

European high middle ages. Japanese and Chinese pictoral art has its 

charms but compared to Western Art? Come on! And yeah Persian rugs 

are nice, but Persians are pretty damn Caucasian as well. Yeah all 

the myriad ethnic cuisines add spice and color to our great western 

metropolises, but their availability there has to do with the white 

man created globalization and yeah lots of immigration into white 

countries allowed or invited by white men. White men created opera, 

symphonies and chamber music. They didn’t invent rap (thank god).

White 

men created democracy and then the first republican representative 

democracies in large nations. White men didn’t invent slavery but 

they did end it. White men lead the world in the first ever 

international consensus that aggressor territory grabbing war should 

be prohibited, with the founding of the UN. It only was more or less 

prohibited because of the enforcement of those UN principals 

primarily by predominantly white and lead by whites America, and to 

some extent the white nation Brits and French. White men were the 

first in the world to develop our modern concept of human rights and 

lead in it world wide. White men were the first to end the routine 

use of torture as a criminal punishment. On and on it goes.

The 

industrial revolution, preceded by the scientific revolution, both 

entirely and exclusively the creation of white men, was absolutely 

world transformational of course. It is on a par in importance, or 

actually more important and transformational, with the agricultural 

revolution. For the first time in history those developed nations 

which have successfully adopted the industrial revolution have 

escaped mass Malthusian misery, and their whole populations live 

relatively rich and comfortable lives. That was the work of white 

men, though many people of other races are now also similarly 

benefiting, beginning with the Japanese, but now fast on the Koreans 

and Chinese, and others around the world.

Perhaps 

the world at thanksgiving should give thanks to white men. Yeah like 

that would ever happen. Heh.

 MekongDelta69
Apparently you and HumptyDumpty haven’t attended the proper re-education camp.

All the above (and much more) were created by African pygmies and Australian aborigines while 

taking a break from trying to build a one-story mud and straw hut.

Now both of you go write on the black board (damn – I meant white board of course. What’s 

wrong with me?) 500x each, “I will never again twist history”.
 razorrare

Yes,White men created the only civilizations worth living in…the White man was truly made in 

God’s image.
 razorrare

Perhaps the world at thanksgiving should give thanks to white men. Yeah like that would ever 

happen. Heh…

I gave thanks to God for creating White men in his image and he(moderator) threw paint all over 

it!!!…thats what ya get for tryin…
 Pandemonium

And you left out so, so much! But telling all that to the black who made the statement,”What is White 

history, what is White culture…” would be  ”throwing pearls before swine”.

http://www.facebook.com/people/Dale-McNamee/100002467161143  Dale McNamee
To the “black student” who berated “white culture”, saying that there’s “nothing good from it”…

Well, how about the college that you are “fortunate” enough to attend ! 

Show me in all of African History where Africa came up with the college & university system… 

And I have other questions, but this will suffice for now…

The Black Student Union should be ended if the White Student Union isn’t allowed… To be fair !

No “black or minority studies” either !

http://MetaLane.wordpress.com  WideBridge
 Yes, definitely. No Black Student Union if no White Student Union. Period. You absolutely do not 

have equality otherwise.

 ncpride
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 

come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student said at 

the meeting. 

  

  



This incredibly ignorant statement right here validates the need for a White student union. Where do you 

think this affirmative action ‘student’ got her ‘ideas?’ Why, from the very anti-White schools and college 

that YT probably pays for. How anyone can make such a statement, then protest the very need for Whites 

to be able to celebrate our history and culture without the obvious ridicule and outright lies and hatred of 

us she is taught, is nothing short of sheer stupidity. Without even knowing it, this silly person has made 

Matt’s case for him.

 ViktorNN
You’re exactly right.

It’s the anti-white hate that this black girl expresses, which we also see in the form of lopsided 

interracial crimes stats (where whites are disproportionately the victims), which proves why white 

college students NEED White Student Unions in order to feel safe, socialize together in an all-white 

space, and LEARN that pride in being white is not a crime.

 loyalwhitebriton
Should read: 
“What is  history? What is  culture? Because if you look back over history,  black black nothing
positive has come out of  history or  culture, because you’ve done  good”black black nothing

 Tim_in_Indiana
Yes, it was an obvious case of the psychological concept known as “projection.”

 Sherman_McCoy
And it is a completely accurate statement, once so modified.

 Athling
“’What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 

come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,’ one black student said at 

the meeting.”

This is almost too stunningly absurd to even comment on. Perhaps no other race on the planet has 

profited more from the white race than the black race particularly African Americans who owe just about 

every modest comfort they have to the white race.

The young African that made that comment would be sitting with a loin cloth on and swatting flies 

somewhere in Africa if not for the white race. From the clothes on his back to the light that comes on when 

he flips a switch, all due to the white race.

I hope the White Student Union is a success and spreads across campuses nation-wide.

 Tim_in_Indiana
Yes, if not for whites they would literally be living in, well, grass huts.

 pc must go
I prefer Euro-American History… “White” somehow puts us all together, strips us of our diversity. 

That is the first step towards demonizing us is making us “The Evil White People”. 

 MekongDelta69
“

”

What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 
come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good.

(Said by an oh-so-grateful black student, sitting in a building built by…???)

“I’ll take White People for Ten Trillion Alex.”

 razorrare
So a student group called Love is Louder says they have found a way to speak Love instead of Hate…didnt 

see this group listed on Towson’s University list of student associations…

At Freedom Square, in the middle of the Towson campus, students turned to paint-soaked sponges to try 

and blot out hate. 

“We are writing hate words on this board and then we are trying to give people the opportunity to take out 

their frustration by throwing paint on it. So, it’s a kind of visual stamping out of hate,” student Paulomi 

Dholakia said…

Hate words  missing on this board  i presume  are “cracker”, “white trash,” “hillbilly,” “redneck”….more 

likely they are kind of visually stamping out the White male.

 anonymous_amren
Actually they did have the word kafir, which is a derogatory term for a non-muslim, which I hope we 

all are. But that was probably by accident, since in South Africa it’s a derogatory word for black 

people.

 RisingReich
 Hypocrisy is a high level, abstract concept, of which darkies are incapable of understanding.  

http://www.awpn.net/  Celestial Time
 Darkies? Do you mean African-Americans?

 Sherman_McCoy
I believe he refers to the melanin-enriched, intelligence-challenged creatures of all nations.

 RisingReich
 Thanks Sherman, that’s exactly what I meant.

 Net_Drifter
I hope these kids watch their backs. The ‘genius students’ like ‘Shaniqua’ ranting against white culture are 

only a part of the problem. Towson is too close to Baltimore and has a lot of blow over from that city who 

miraculously are able to attend college there. They may have a very different way of expressing their 

disapproval.

 Net_Drifter
No, they’re only too terrified to say anything else.

 NYB
” We are writing hate words on this board and then we are trying to give 

people the opportunity to take out their frustration by throwing paint 

on it”

Sort of like burning someone’s flag, or hanging an effigy, or symbolically stoning the devil.   In their 

hearts, these people are getting in touch with their primal urge to physically destroy what they oppose.

The only thing keeping these intolerant people from doing real violence is fear of consequences.  



 Net_Drifter
Rather than quote a list of accomplishments of white culture, history, thought, even religion, etc. It’s 

easier just to say that modern society and nearly everything in it is due to whites. It’s mostly 

overwhelmingly positive, but even a few of the bad things propelled society forward. White mistakes even 

sometimes moved things ahead. I think whites are the only true agent(s) of change in the world and have 

been for a few centuries. 

 StandardsForLiving
Pretty much anything that benefits mankind; that’s what the White people have accomplished!!

Signed, sealed, and delivered. Next.

 libertarian1234
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 

come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student said at 

the meeting.”

Actually, almost every GOOD thing that has happened regarding mankind has come mostly from whites.

Try as he may, this black retard can’t argue with success.  He’s more likely than not in college because of 

the generosity of whites to allow him in under affirmative action, because he’s unqualified.

And the only people that have failed to accomplish anything of any value are blacks in their entire 

thousands of years history.  The were never above mud huts and a stone-age existence until whites built 

cities for them.  They never invented a written language or even the wheel.

And they are still unable to maintain even a simple society without everything falling to ruin.

In this country they can’t even manage uncomplicated retail stores in their neighborhoods, so immigrants 

have to provide groceries, dry cleaners, restaurants and other businesses.  Every black run city in the 

country is in jeopardy of imploding.

Black incompetence is legendary and known the world over.

 jedsrael
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 

come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student said at 

the meeting.

HE’S ABSOLUTELY RIGHT, and you know it.

We may have done some things that you call “good,” but ever since we decided to let the Diversity destroy 

our “good” works through surrendering our White privilege to the Hate Myth Lie Called Saint MLK, we 

must “reinterpret the narrative” and “reimagine” how all our works are tainted with the self destruct 

mechanism of “too many Whites” keeping themselves unworthy of Whiteness.

 humptydumpty
dd, Yes, I should have said that.

 bubo
It really hurts my feelings that a black college student would tell me my white culture is worthless.  

Of course, then I remember that the student in question most likely has the same cognitive abilities as my 

4 year old niece.  

 anonymous_amren
 I am very sorry for your 4-year old niece. That must be very sad.

 Liberalssuck
Yes, because I’m so jealous of blacks!  Their crime-ridden, poverty-stricken, victimhood thinking and 

out-of-wedlock communities are really something to be admired.

 APaige
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 

come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student said at 

the meeting.” THAT is the reason why a White Student Union is needed, not just as a place where whites 

can be comfortable (and safe), but to educate others on the contributions of whites. In short, white culture 

has created EVERYTHING (Science, technology, communication, transportation, etc.) that makes the 

modern world, and blacks have created…peanut butter? This guy is in college and makes a statement like 

that? Blacks are so ignorant-that they are ignorant of their collective ignorance.

 anonymous_amren
I love peanut butter, and I would be grateful that black people invented it… except they didn’t. It was 

invented by a white man.

 RebelliousTreecko
 Actually, I recall that the Aztecs first made peanut butter.

You must be talking about the traffic light.
 APaige

Well anyway it is a recipe not an invention.

 Defiant White
“We are writing hate words on this board and then we are trying to give people the opportunity to take out 

their frustration by throwing paint on it. So, it’s a kind of visual stamping out of hate,” student Paulomi 

Dholakia said.”

And these are college kids?

The real sad thing is that they will go home thinking they accomplished something.  

 Barrack Osama
I don’t think the lists of white inventions are really necessary. Whenever someone suggests that whites 

have never “done anything good” or invented anything, deep down even liberals regard the statement as 

an almost conspiracy-theory like, nonsensical utterance. The person who utters it exposes themselves as 

emotionally imbalanced. You can go on about colonialism, and how such and such was stolen from ancient 

Indian recipes, and how blacks were never given the opportunity because of white oppression, or any 

number of excuses, but there can’t be anyone with an IQ above 70 who actually believes whites didn’t 

create vast amounts of the wealth of humanity.

 Liberalssuck
I always ask these anti-white professionals or liberals where they live when they go bleeding their 

hearts out for nonwhites or browbeat us for what “our ancestors did”  If it isn’t a majority nonwhite 

area, I always tell them they are no different than whites like us, except that we aren’t ashamed to 

admit it.

 Bon, From the Land of Babble



 I have no problem reminding ANYONE, including brain-dead, idiot Whites, of the achievements and 

accomplishments of the White race.Working with high school textbooks the way I do, I think it IS 

important to repeatedly point out the FACT that Whites created the modern technological world — the 

very world that coddles these spoiled, ungrateful blacks.  

High School textbooks never, ever give Whites credit for anything except slavery, colonialism and 

genocide. This is the message that blacks learn from the schools and media — that blacks created 

civilization in Africa, Whites stole it from them for themselves, refuse to give blacks what is theirs and 

they want “social justice.”  

Yes, it really is that twisted. 

And, it is not only the great creations and inventions of the White race from which ALL races have 
benefited — it is also the great  of the White West — the Rule of Law, Equality under The Law, 

Freedom of Thought and Expression, Human Rights, the Right of the Individual (all of which we are 

rapidly losing) — that gave rise to a culture that is superior to any other devised by any other race and 

which has made White-created societies the freest, most prosperous places on earth.   It is also Whites that 

put an end to slavery — but you won’t see that mentioned in history textbooks.

Ideas

Spoiled blacks have NO idea how good they have it because of the White race; they should be thanking us 

but instead give us nothing in return except insolence and resentment.

Bon

 5n4k33y3s
“This is the message that blacks learn from the schools and media — 

that blacks created civilization in Africa, Whites stole it from them 

for themselves, refuse to give blacks what is theirs…”

Yeah, and all of this wild-eyed craziness is based on the idea that sub-Saharan blacks were the 

Pharaohs of Egypt. And they had advanced technology too. 

I would refer them to the Tomb or Horemheb, with the bass relief stone carvings of black African 

prisoners sitting on their butts waiting to learn their fate from their Pharaonic Egyptian masters.

Also, I would note the Egyptian mummies, the majority of whom had Euro-Asiatic hair, and the few, 

lesser known figures with black African hair. 

Clearly, they were the underclass of Egypt, not the masters of Egypt. And you would have to be high 

on something to believe the Egyptians had advanced technology. 

 blindsticks
What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive has 

come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student said at 

the meeting.

 Now imagine if a white student said this about black history and black culture, even though in their case it 

would be true there would be a drumming out of the white student that dared to say it.  Not only that but I 

bet this fool walks around with a gaggle of white students who would not only  not dare   interupt his anti 

white racism, but probably  hangs onto his every anti white  word. 

  Masochists.

 elitist
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back 

over history, nothing positive has come out of white history or white 

culture, because you’ve done nothing good.”

This is the angry yelp of the inferiority complex.

Endless good will on the part of whites will never appease blacks: they are painfully aware of their own 

inadequacies, and they will hate us for it til the end of time. 

That being said: 

he is speaking a script authored by crazy, self-destructive whites: 

the blacks themselves would never have come up with an idea as weirdly original and startlingly nutty as 

black superiority, the greatness of “African civilization” (sic!!), etc..

(But I think the old “melanin makes blacks smarter than whites” song and dance routine might actually be 

theirs….) 

 libertarian1234
“That shut them up.”

I’m truly surprised that you were able to shut them up at all.  Most of them are too stupid to understand 

anything.

If the textbooks are preaching white hate, then they’re as responsible for anti-white hatred and violence 

by blacks…… who are committing out-of-control mob attacks on whites throughout the country………. just 

as much as the black talking heads.

My tact with the type of black posters you mentioned,  in response to their whining,  is to let them know 

that slavery, alleged oppression and racism have nothing to do with black failure and everything to do with 

a lack of black intelligence and lack of overall ability.

Then I launch into a litany of numerous black on white attacks to let them know that blacks are the most 

racist people on the planet, afterwhich I switch over to outlining the numerous black pathologies that are 

rife in society today.

 The Worlds Scapegoat
““What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back 

over history, nothing positive has come out of white history or white 

culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” one black student said at 

the meeting.”

More projection. 

If whites are so bad, why does every non-white want what the white man has? 

Why isn’t their minority countries better than white countries?

I do have to admit that white have done nothing good where immigration and citizenship are concerned.

http://www.facebook.com/people/Bardon-Kaldian/100003542251801  Bardon Kaldian
What is white history? What is white culture? 

Hahahhah… this guy is fabulous. I guess even brainwashed North Koreans couldn’t say something so 

idiotic.

 5n4k33y3s



South Koreans are more brainwashed. 

 The Worlds Scapegoat
 In Germany the milk sold in stores doesn’t have to be refrigerated, and can last for more than 3 weeks, but 

then it isn’t jewish milk like they sell in the US. I am sure some Semitic person will now reply and claim 

that a jew invented German milk.

 loyalwhitebriton
How does non-refrigerated milk last more than three weeks in Germany? 

And what do you mean about selling “Jewish” milk in the US? 

Am I missing something here?

 The Worlds Scapegoat
 Why were you in federal prison? Did it have something to do with your belief that people think jews cause 

milk to spoil?

I am guessing that you deserved to be in prison.

 MekongDelta69
You are correct. I’ve read every article Fred’s written since the beginning.

Just fyi – the specific URL referencing the above is: 

http://www.fredoneverything.net/White_Demise.shtml

 Esmithton91
 they didn’t make/invent peanut butter out of thin air.

If they had some hand in the invention/making of peanut butter, you can bet that  many white made 

contraptions/materials were aiding in what miniscule part the blacks contributed.

for example; tables, test tubes, stove, pipes and funnels, etc etc

 Orion_Blue
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back over history, nothing positive 
has come out of white history or white culture, because you’ve done nothing good,” 
OK, no good, so let’s look at the bad, shall we?

Pointless and interminable civil conflict in Europe, leaving us mortally vulnerable to 1960′s troubles and 

the disruption of Civilisation.

Throwing more and more money at foreign aid that accomplishes nothing except dysgenically skewing the 

global population to our tangible detriment.

The creation of a dead-weight protected class of welfare queens, oafish thugs, ineducable troublemakers, 

two-bit ne’er do.well crack heads, money-grubbing opportunists, corrupt politicians, failed cities and, 

well, the list goes on.

At least we excel at something, even if it is all going to end in tears.

But that is enough about our own self-destructive perversity – what about your’s?

 plaintruthforidiots
 No, the Jews have nothing to do with it, of course not… the poor, hard done by Jews… who just happen to 

run the Federal Reserve, the entire media, and who own Congress, and get your people to fight and die in 

THEIR wars. 

The Jews are behind ALL of this, and the destruction of the white race is their goal, which is obvious for 

anybody with two eyes to see.

 Net_Drifter
I understand that too. But, blacks aren’t ignorant of everything or only simple-minded pawns of liberals; 

they know an opportunity when they see one. They know how to manipulate conditions very well 

themselves. They pay attention to any weakness or lack of attention that whites have. They know how to 

make some obviously gullible whites lavish them with sympathy. I bet there are a few too many white 

students screaming their heads off about ‘racism’ at Towson.

http://www.facebook.com/people/Bardon-Kaldian/100003542251801  Bardon Kaldian
Zimmerman/Bob Dylan is as loony as Wise. I read it in Croatian, with much more idiotic details, but this 

would suffice. Notice the racist lingo of psycho-genetics: 

 

  

3. This comment pretty much explains itself, but, for context – the 

topic of slavery came up in the midst of an intense conversation about 

the Civil War. “This country is too f**ked up about color. It’s a 

distraction. People at each others’ throats just because they are of a 

different color. It’s the height of insanity and it will hold any nation 

back – or any neighborhood back. Or anything back. Blacks know that 

some whites didn’t want to give up slavery – that is they had their way, 

they would still be under the yoke, and they can’t pretend they don’t 

know that. If you’ve got a slave master or Klan in your blood, blacks 

can sense that. That stuff lingers to this day. Just like Jews can sense 

Nazi blood and the Serbs can sense Croatian blood. It’s doubtful that 

America’s ever going to get rid of that stigmatization. It’s a country 

formed on the backs of slaves. …. If slavery had been given up in a more 

peaceful way, America would be far ahead today.”

http://wcbsfm.cbslocal.com/2012/09/18/5-revelations-from-bob-dylans-rolling-stone-cover-story/

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000050689622  Andrea D. Ruthless
Dumb conservatives say we shouldn’t appease the Muslims, but it’s about time we stopped appeasing the 

Zionist who spit on us. Who gave us open borders, free trade, illegal immigration, affirmative action, 

disparate impact, ‘gay marriage’, interracist porn, filth on TV, promotion of rap music and culture, 

censorship of free speech, political correctness, multi-culturalism, etc? Who gave us Obama? JEWS 

DID. STOP APPEASING THE JEWS. They are the ones who are destroying the white race.

 Abraxas
“What is white history? What is white culture? Because if you look back 

over history, nothing positive has come out of white history or white 

culture, because you’ve done nothing good,”

“What is black history? What is black culture? Because if you look back 

over history, nothing positive has come out of black history or black 

culture, because you’ve done nothing good,”

I can also make sweeping racist generalizations. 

That does not make them true, or acceptable.

http://www.fredoneverything.net/White_Demise.shtml
http://wcbsfm.cbslocal.com/2012/09/18/5-revelations-from-bob-dylans-rolling-stone-cover-story/
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http://twitter.com/selebaster  mike
Hey, at least the kind and happy people of sub-Saharan Africa were able to invent the wheel.  

Oh wait…

http://www.youtube.com/user/MarcusCMarcellus?feature=mhee  She Was Kinda Hot
If this is what it’s come to, so be it.  My instincts have always been not to push for ethnic/racial 

associations.  The idea of a club organized around race or ethnicity struck me as absurd – and a little 

obnoxious.  I used to think whites should take the high road and not sink to the level of the grievance-

mongering, race-obsessed blacks.  But times have changed.  The comment by the black “student” is 

evidence enough that these clubs are needed and will become the norm.  It is a sign of serious decline that 

it has come to this, but one needs to live in one’s time.  It takes guts to do this.  I commend these kids.

 5n4k33y3s
It takes guts for Matthew Heimbach to lead this. I think he’s absolutely white. And he’s right too. 

 5n4k33y3s
It only irritates me, because it’s so asinine.  

 5n4k33y3s
It’s smart to request permission from the college, to bureaucratically engage them, to get them to put their 

anti-white discrimination down in writing. It doesn’t mean denial will stop white people from organizing.

 JvNk
Sub-Saharan blacks never invented the wheel, the written word, mathematics, irrigation, or hinges on 

doors. They stared at the ocean for thousands of years, without the thought of building a ship occurring to 

them. The black idiot who spouted the above claptrap, would therefore be living in Africa, in a mud hovel, 

wearing a loincloth, would not have had access to books or even a remote understanding of what learning 

and education were and would have died of malaria, dysentery or TB before 35, were it not for white men.

http://www.facebook.com/people/Amnesty-Is-treason/100003925309242  Amnesty Is-treason
“What is white history? What is white culture?” one black student said at the meeting.
It’s called Western Civilization.  Maybe you’ve heard of it.
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